The British Dam Society

REGIONAL HUBS
18th November 2019

WARWICKSHIRE | CARDIFF | LEEDS | GLASGOW | WARRINGTON

The Regional Hubs allow the live stream of BDS evening meetings in London to be enjoyed as part of a group elsewhere in the UK.

In addition, there will be an opportunity to discuss the BDS Mentoring programme prior to the evening meeting - for this, and to allow for building entry, please arrive at your Hub for 17:30.

Refreshments are provided in conjunction with watching the live streaming of the evening meeting - anyone is welcome to attend!

We would be grateful if you could register your intention to attend with the relevant Regional Hub host - details below.

WARWICKSHIRE HUB | Mike Hopkins | mike.hopkins@storm-geomatics.com | 01608 664910
Storm Geomatics, Unit 11, Shipston Business Village, Tilemans Lane, Shipston on Stour, Warwickshire, CV36 4FF

CARDIFF HUB | Abby Downing | Abby.Downing@arup.com | 029 2076 9130
Ty Awen, Spooner Close, Coedkernew, Newport, NP10 8FZ

LEEDS HUB | Jineesha Mehta | jineesha.mehta@mottmac.com | 0113 394 3361
Mott MacDonald, Floor 3, 1 Whitehall Riverside, Leeds, LS1 4BN

GLASGOW HUB | Roger Minto | roger.minto@fairhurst.co.uk | 0141 204 8911
Fairhurst, 4th Floor, 225 Bath Street, Glasgow, G2 4GZ
Access arrangements need to be made: please email Roger in advance if you will attend.

WARRINGTON HUB | Jenny Richardson | Jennifer.Richardson@uuplc.co.uk | 07826 890898
United Utilities, Thirlmere House, Lingley Mere Business Park, Lingley Green Avenue, Warrington, WA5 3LP
Security passes are required: please email your name to Jenny so that this can be arranged.

For general queries regarding the Regional Hubs please contact:
Duncan Scott | duncan.scott@sse.com | 0141 224 7290

Any views or opinions expressed on any matters by the presenters or participants during or in connection with this presentation are solely the views of the authors of the respective comments and/or opinions and must not be taken to be the views of the ICE or the British Dam Society or any other organisation.

ICE and the British Dam Society make no representations, warranties or assurances concerning any information provided in these presentations and accept no responsibility for the content and/or accuracy.